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1

LOCAL TRAFFIC REGULATIONS AND RESTRICTIONS

1.1

AD is a private international aerodrome and may be used for transport, test, check,
instruction and training flights.

1.2

Pilot-in-command is obliged to request permission for using of the aerodrome from the
aerodrome operator before flight.

1.3

If ATC Vodochody do not specify otherwise from operational reasons, the traffic circuits
are carried out north from RWY:
RWY 28, 29 - right traffic circuit, RWY 10, 11 - left traffic circuit.

1.4

RWY 28, 29 - traffic circuit to the right:
Carry out crosswind turn after passing village Chvateruby, continue between chemical
production site (on the left side) and liquid gas tanks (on the right side). Carry out down
wind turn after passing liquid gas tanks (on the right side) to downwind north of town
Odolena Voda. Carry out base turn in front of village Predboj, carry out final turn between
villages Bast and Panenské Brezany.

1.5

RWY 10, 11 - traffic circuit to the left:
Carry out crosswind turn in front of village Bast to the downwind turn abeam village
Predboj to downwind north of town Odolena Voda. Carry out base turn after passing
village Uzice between chemical production site (on the right side) and liquid gas tanks
(on the left side). Carry out final turn after passing village Chvateruby (on the left side).

1.6

VFR traffic circuit for aircraft with wingspan up to 36 m
(only right traffic circuit from RWY 28, this traffic circuit is only for training flights)
Carry out crosswind turn after passing village Chvateruby continue between chemical
production site (on the left side) and liquid gas tanks (on the right side). Carry out
downwind turn after passing village Uzice (on the right side). Carry out base turn after
passing village Kojetice (on the right side), continue west of villages Cakovicky and
Zlonin. Abeam village Zlonin descend to 2000 ft AMSL to final turn between villages
Bast and Panenske Brezany.

1.7

When landing on / departing from RWY 10/28 no aircraft shall be on TWY V or TWY W.

1.8

The grass RWY 11/29 shall not be used at night.

1.9

After landing on RWY 11/29, the pilot is obliged to remain on the RWY until cleared to
enter TWY V or TWY W.

1.10

Training flights

1.10.1

Due to flight tests at the aerodrome, the training flights must take into consideration
possible delay according to ATS instructions. TWR Vodochody can at any time delay,
interupt or terminate a training flight within CTR/TMA Vodochody respecting flight test
needs.

1.11

The other flights

1.11.1

Due to flight tests at the aerodrome, the pilots carrying out planned flight into areas
of ATS Vodochody responsibilty or to/from the aerodrome Vodochody must take into
consideration possible delay according to ATS instructions. TWR Vodochody can at any
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time order interuption of the flight or leaving CTR/TMA Vodochody respecting flight test
needs.

2

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

2.1

CTR Vodochody expires outside the active status of CTR and TMA VIII Praha is applied.
Information about airspace status of CTR is broadcasted by Radio Information Beacon
RADIM FREQ 123,030 (in Czech and English language). Information RADIM can be
obtained on
+420 255 762 615. Without information about airspace status pilots
shall consider CTR as active. Check of airspace status is necessary at latest every 15
minutes.

3

CHARGES FOR AERODROMES

3.1

Landing charges

This is a private aerodrome. The charges are subject of a settlement with the aerodrome
operator.
3.2

Parking charges

This is a private aerodrome. The charges are subject of a settlement with the aerodrome
operator.
3.3

Charges for passenger service

This is a private aerodrome. The charges are subject of a settlement with the aerodrome
operator.
Chapter end
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